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ProX XS-BX32CDHW ATA Digital Audio Mixer Flight Case for Behringer X32 Compact Console with Doghouse compartment
and Caster wheels

Description
ProX XS-BX32CDHW ATA Digital Audio Mixer Flight Case for Behringer X32 Compact Console with Doghouse compartment and
Caster wheels. Our custom-designed ATA-style road case is tailored specifically for your Live Mixer Console in the audio console
industry, offering the highest level of protection and convenience for your valuable equipment.

The ATA-300 Flight Style Road Case is the ultimate choice for protecting your equipment. It features a convenient doghouse
compartment for cable access and is equipped with 4 heavy-duty caster wheels, 2 of which are locking for stability. The interior is
fortified with high-density foam for excellent support, and it boasts recessed spring action handles on both sides for easy transport. Built
to withstand tough conditions, it includes heavy and powerful steel ball corners and dual anchor rivets, all enclosed in premium Series
3/8" plywood. The industrial recessed butterfly twist lock latches, padlock-compatible, offer additional security for your valuable gear
during travel and storage.

Its robust construction features the utilization of rugged and enduring Signature Series Plywood, fortified with reinforced steel ball
corners. The well-designed Doghouse enhances the case's functionality by providing discreet cable storage and accommodating small
rear accessories, ensuring operational convenience.

At the forefront of case design, Honeycomb Digital™ by ProX Live Performance Gear® showcases a sleek hexagonal pattern. This
unique style combines with top-notch gear protection, thanks to a high-quality laminate that shields against scuffs and scratches.

Additionally, the case incorporates 4" Casters with rubber wheels, facilitating effortless mobility. With its intelligently engineered low
front panel, the unit allows easy access to inputs, further enhancing the user experience.

Features

ATA-300 Flight Style Road Case
Doghouse compartment for cable access
4x Heavy-duty Caster wheels (2-locking)
High-density foam interior support & casing
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ATA Digital Audio Mixer Flight Case for Behringer X32 Console with Doghouse
compartment and Caster wheels
SKU: XS-BX32DHW

ATA Digital Audio Mixer Flight Case for Behringer X32 Console with Wheels
SKU: XS-BX32W
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High-density foam interior support & casing
Recessed spring action Handles per Side
Heavy and powerful steel ball corners
Dual anchor rivets
Premium Series 3/8" Plywood
Industrial Recessed butterfly twist lock latches that can be padlocked
ProX Limited Lifetime Warranty
* All Foam padding made from 85% recycled materials

To Fit
Any trademarks, trade names or brand names appearing herein that do not belong to ProX are the property of their respective owners and/or companies,
and such appearance doesn't and shall not constitute or imply endorsement, sponsorship or recommendation by ProX.

Behringer
(1) X32 • View all products for Behringer X32

Interior Dimensions
(1): 8.00"H x 25.00"W x 20.00"L

Shipping Dimensions & Weight
Box 1 of 1: 14.00"H x 32.00"W x 34.00"L - Shipping Weight: 87.00 lbs

Suggested Shipping Method: Parcel

UPC
019372405429
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Commonly Asked Questions
+ Where can I buy one?

+ Does the equipment shown in the photo come with the case?

submit a question

Customer Testimonials
I bought this case in August of 2015. Originally I thought it was overpriced until it arrived. This case is absolutely, without a doubt, the
finest quality and affords the best protection for my gear. Would I buy it again? DEFINATELY! It's that good. I use the top cover, with
the front cover in place, as a side table when the mixer is set up at a gig. It works great to set all of the odds and ends that would
otherwise be set on top of the mixer... God knows I'm not about to let that happen. GREAT CASE!

Thanks again, Neal S. Munson
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